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EBS WRITING GROUP

INTRODUCTION
I was honoured to take on the role of Writer in Residence at East
Barnet School in September 2012. My brief, as a published author
of fiction for young adults and journalist with twenty years’
experience, was to get the students engaged in writing, to inspire
them and to help develop their skills.
I turned up for the first creative writing club feeling excited
but with a touch of trepidation too. Would anyone come? Would I be
sitting alone in a classroom for an hour? And if anyone did turn up,
would they return the following week? And the next? After all, there
have never been more demands on students’ time...
I’m happy to say that I needn’t have worried. A core group of
students came to the very first session and have been part of the
club ever since. We’ve had new members over the course of the year
and people have been able to dip in and out when other commitments
have taken over. So far, they always come back!
The club now comprises students ranging from Year 7 to Year 11, plus
a couple of members of staff too.
I can’t speak for the group, but this club has come to be one of the
highlights of my week. It has been a real joy to see how everyone’s
writing has developed over the last year.
I’m honoured to be able to present some of their best work here. I
hope you enjoy reading this collection as much as I enjoyed being
part of it.
Caroline Green
Writer in Residence, East Barnet School
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We spent several weeks looking at characterisation in
fiction and explored the different ways you can bring
your characters to life. The goal is to create
characters that leap off the page and feel ‘real’ to the
reader. Techniques included creating profiles through
questionnaires and writing character sketches through
a series of writing prompts.
I asked the group to imagine they were in a variety of
situations, writing through that character’s eyes.

Jenny’s task was to write about someone who had just won the
lottery. But there’s a sting in the tale...

Well, I wasn’t expecting that. I stare at the numbers on the screen, then the ones
on the ticket, then back again. Back and forth, back and forth. I keep expecting
them to change suddenly, that this was just a giant, pathetic joke my mind had
played on me. But no, they stay the same.
And I sit there, knowing that if I think about what this means, I might just pass
out. No more dingy flat with barely enough room to lie straight in. No more
working for hours on end in a silly little shop just to make ends meet. I could
actually do something I wanted to, like get a flat with a studio and start painting,
reawaken a life-long dream to be an artist.
I need a proper think about this, even though I want to run around screaming
like a five-year-old, jumping up and down to annoy the neighbours. It’s so
exciting! In a bit of a haze, I put the ticket on the window sill, just for a moment.
But it is the middle of summer and like anyone else, I have the windows
wide open. A little too late I reached for it and watched in dismay as the wind
snatched it from my fingers, along with my dreams.

Christine wrote a piece as a girl who wants to appear on the
X Factor. Unfortunately, she is rather deluded about her talents!
I thought this piece was very funny.

I don’t get it! Why won’t anyone give me a straight answer? All I ever do is sing
and I know I’m good because Molly said I was, and Molly is my best friend in the
whole wide world and she never lies.
Just lately I’ve been thinking I should go on the X Factor. I know I can do it. I’ve
got the talent but whenever I ask people what they think, they get all shifty and
never answer the question. I guess they’re just jealous and worried I’ll become
all famous and their lives will be ruined by paparazzi forever asking about me...
Maybe I shouldn’t go on the X Factor after all. I mean, I don’t want to subject
my friends to all that publicity and then hate me for the rest of my life. But it’s
my passion. I was born to sing. The other day I was singing my own version of
‘Umbrella’ and the window pane cracked! And I saw a science programme with
opera singers who made wine glasses smash on the highest notes.
My brother gave me a recorder for my birthday. He said it was so I’d be able to
capture my voice and hear how hauntingly it sounds like the world’s best singers.
At least... he said something about ghosts and haunting. He’s so sweet and supportive. But yesterday I was practising for my audition and when I played it back
it sounded like a dying cat who had swallowed a toad. I think it’s broken.
Weird.
I hate technology.

Lily did a great job of getting inside the head of the lead singer
of a band who loses his voice the night before a major gig.

I feel sick. My head’s spinning and I can feel the blood pounding in my ears.
It’s only a stupid gig. Tony can sing instead. I feel like such an idiot. I can’t
believe I’m acting so stupidly. At least it’s the night before. At least no one can
see me... a wreck of nerves. I’m on the verge of tears. It’s not fair on me or the
others.
It’s our one chance to get noticed and to be admired and I destroy it. I’m
blubbing now like a baby, small and helpless. Hot, salty tears are dripping down
my long nose and I feel ashamed. Maybe lost voices can come back overnight?
If Tony or Mark could sing, I know the guitar music. But what if I make a
mistake? Oh, what am I going to do? A fat tear tolls down my cheek and plops
onto the blue carpet.
Splat.
A mess, just like me.
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Strong settings play an important role in fiction.
When a particular location is painted vividly enough,
it almost becomes a character in its own right. We
looked at creating settings over several weeks.
Exercises ranged from descriptions of places that were
important on a personal level, to a fun game where we had
to think up as many vivid details as possible about a
beach shop, racing against the clock.
I also gave the group some writing prompt
suggestions...

Alex wrote a piece about a shopping centre after everyone else has
left. I thought it very atmospheric.

Steps from my own two feet start to spook me out as I walk across the solid
shiny floor. The window panels of each shop show how empty and deserted they
are after closing time.
Clothes cling onto a plastic model, whilst the model seems to glare down at
me with an emotionless face. It’s certainly weird walking down an empty but
glamorous corridor, shining bright and squeaky clean before being trampled on
by rushing members of the public in desperate need of the newest watch, video
game, fashion trend… or whatever is growing like wildfire in the heated hype.’

Mia wrote a piece about snuggling into a cupboard in a house she
lived in when younger. A sense of how comforting this place was to
her really comes across in her description.

The small space that smells of freshly cleaned clothes rushes past me as I open
the door. I push past hangers to the right and make a comfy back rest. I chuck
a fluffy pillow on the floor of the cupboard and slump slowly into comforting,
compact space.
I have to open the door now and then, due to the area getting too warm and
turning into an oven. My dog occasionally comes in to sit with me and even
though it’s dark, my eyes have adjusted to the little light inside.

As part of our work on settings, I got the students to imagine they
were eye witnesses to important historical events. I wanted them to
portray how it may have felt to be part of something dramatic and
possibly frightening, using all their senses.
Christine wrote this powerful piece about the Soweto massacre in
1976, when 600 protestors were killed by the South African
authorities.

The children are singing. Their songs run strong through the streets of Soweto.
Their feet, bare and dusty hit the dirt roads sounding like drums matching the
passion in their hearts. The men shuffle in agitation and fear. Grown men struck
pale by the thought of children. Hundreds of children wanting to say something,
wanting to be heard.
There are mutterings and curses shooting between the lines of men like
bullets ricocheting on statues. Sweat drips down the marble facets of the
soldier’s faces.
The sun burns down, fiery and hot like the children’s defiance. They come.
In ragged stitches of clothes they come. Their skin shines, their feet stomp and
dance to a passionate song not of our tongue. They are singing. Not our songs
but theirs, Xhosa songs that have their roots buried in time. The songs tell of
sadness and of restraint. They come.
They stand before us dancing, singing, chanting. The men tense.
Afrikaans is the language of oppression the children say, and their dance echoes
their words.
The men raise their guns, their eyes fierce and cold.
Red.
Red floods the street like the setting African sun.
And the song once clear and true fades in the screaming of the wind.
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You don’t have to be a fan of science fiction to
appreciate the skill involved in creating ‘other worlds’
or realities. I got the group thinking about this topic
and was fascinated to discover that some of the best work
came from those who really didn’t ‘get on’ with this
genre of fiction.

For example, Teaching Assistant Trudy Newman-Hart came up with this
highly imaginative and intriguing piece.

Shards of bright light stare at me in rows like daggers at the start of a battle
ground. Tentatively I open my eyes wide enough to see tall, dusty buildings
covered with wire fencing, men in military clothing, quietly pacing up and down
like ants in a row.
Several men carrying large guns, marching precisely, each step at a time. Heavy
vehicles, big enough to house 100 men dressed with metal chains around the
wheels, clunking as they move along. The quietness is deafening, the palms of
my hands damp and my breath shallow with fright as my heart races.
Where am I? How did I get here? Have I just plunged into another time zone like
Alice in Wonderland did, travelling to another destiny unknown to human kind?
Am I truly lost? No, I am merely stuck. Right now there seems to be no way
forward, my escape too far too complex to complete. I will rest here a while and
find my way out just like the ants have. My journey, unknown, may be long but I
will fight. I will stay strong. I will never give up.

Luke, our resident horror buff, wrote a piece that had a real filmic
quality to it.

The New Species
‘Magnificent, isn’t it?’
I awoke at the sound of a voice. I looked around, barely seeing anything for
almost all was shrouded in darkness.
‘Yes, Mr Gartry, it certainly is.’
At the sound of the voice my vision intensified. I could make out two people
staring at me and two others standing with what appeared to be machine guns
in the background.
I looked down at my body and found tears coming to my eyes at the sight. My
body had lost its creamy whiteness and was now the colour of a raincloud on
a gloomy day. My nails appeared to have extended into claws with sharp as a
blade tips and my teeth felt strange as well. Now I thought about it, I couldn’t feel
my hair…
One of the men came up the test tube prison and pressed his hand against the
class, smiling.
‘What was his name?’ he asked.

Ben also created a strong piece on this topic.

I woke up in a snowy field, not knowing anything, not knowing anyone. Who I
was. Where I came from. What I was. All I knew was that I had to escape the
dark creatures. Every night, I have dreams of them, the ones who roam the
woods. The ones who, in my dreams, change me, replace parts of my body and
give me unknown drugs. I always wake upon that field.
But one night, my nightmare got really bad. I woke up and a dark creature was
holding me down. I flung him off and ran, so fast I didn’t realise I was running
into an iced pond. I fell straight in and thought I was dead. But I felt alive, more
alive than ever before. The dark creatures came up to the pool and their hands
changed into guns they pointed at me.

Railway stations, airports, bus stations and ports are
all places that teem with potential stories.
Following from our settings work, I asked the group to
write a piece based on a departure from one of these
types of location.
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Rowan’s work was extremely powerful I thought, and contained
surprises I didn’t see coming at all.

The train let out a loud noise. A horn. But to me it sounded like a scream over
the heartbeat thumping in my head. Sweat poured down my forehead. Maria
smiled her beautiful smile, even though we both knew it was fake.
Her chin trembled slightly as the train pulled out from the platform, soot floating
upwards in a puff as the wheels jolted like they were deciding whether they
actually wanted to go or not. Unfortunately the odds weren’t in my favour.
I watched the others in the carriage. They clung to each other, terrified, crying.
The slightly rotten wooden panels under my feet shook as the train gained
speed. Even though it had been years since I’d seen Maria, knowing this was
the last time made me sick to the pit of my stomach.
I looked to my left. The other officers looked emotionless. I saw the back of the
train. The last rusty carriage travelled by. All I could see was the faded word,
AUSCHWITZ printed on the back.
Goodbye Maria.

Andrew wrote a poignant piece that was rich with description.

He was running, hoping he would be in time. The frosted ground still glistened
as the sun bounced off it with white, creeping vines. His breath, hot on his face.
He burst through it like an athlete through the smoke of the starter’s pistol. He
got through the tall pearly doors of the station and was set aback by the number
of people here so early.
He looked around with a feeling time flowing past him, like a cruel egg timer of
destiny. His face was pale because he thought his efforts were futile but he was
pushed on by the fact he knew he needed to say goodbye.
He reached the platform and saw through the steamed glass that she was sitting
in the carriage with her coffee, the grey rails a contrast to the cyan sky. With a
symphony of hisses the train crawled into action leaving him behind staring as
her carriage left him.
Like a splinter in his mind he was left waiting, drowning in a sea of people. He
froze and life went on without him until finally he realised she was gone and he
would never find out the answer.

The tone was lightened a little by Jenny’s take on the subject. This
illustrated a happier kind of departure, albeit for a very nervous
traveller!

I’ve never been alone before. Every time I’ve been on a plane there has been
someone with me.
Now I’m sitting here strapped in about to go halfway across the world with no
one to keep me company. ‘Go back packing in Australia!’ they said, ‘you’ll never
get another chance like this!’ they said.
My feet are heavy the whole time today, like they are reluctant to leave the
ground. They announce my flight and I swallow a cold, hard lump of fear, take
my seat and settle down for twelve long hours of hell.
ARGHH! I just heard a noise! It’s going to explode, isn’t it? Oh, the guy next to
me says it’s just a gear changing. Hmm. I don’t think I want to stay on this flight
alone. Maybe this guy will talk to me?
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People often ask this question and the answer is that
they can come from just about anywhere.
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One way is to use story prompts. I asked the group
one day to imagine they had found a lump of gold in the
back garden.
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I liked the original way Michael handled the topic.

Steve was digging a little allotment in his garden. He preferred home-grown food
to the preservative-smothered shop-bought stuff. The ground was dry and hard
and he was having trouble digging. He could feel the sweat on his forehead.
As he shoved the spade into the mud it made a metallic sound…the sound
made when metal rocks hit each other. Steve narrowed his eyes in confusion.
He tapped the object a couple of times to make sure he wasn’t losing his
marbles. But there was still the strange metallic sound. He just managed to fit
his hands into the gap the spade made and pulled the object out. Then he wiped
the mud off it with his sleeve.
A perfect reflection of him appeared on a shiny, majestic, fist sized block of gold.
He stared at it, amazed. When he came to terms with the fact that he was
holding a block of gold he ran inside to tell his wife.
But he stopped mid-track.
She would try to steal it from him in jealousy, running off to claim the money
for herself. ‘No, that’s preposterous,’ he said to himself and carried on walking.
He went through the door to find his wife sitting on the couch reading the
newspaper.
‘You will not believe what just happened!’ Steve said enthusiastically.
‘Let me guess, you were doing some digging in the garden and found a block of
gold?’
Steve was shocked.
‘How… how did you know?’
His wife slowly picked up her handbag to reveal half a dozen blocks of gold.
‘They’re everywhere,’ she said, continuing reading her newspaper.

Alex wrote a piece based about a date where one person wants to
break up with the other.

Unfortunate date.
The pair heavily trudged through the glowing atmosphere of the modern-day
fairground. Sun rays beamed down as if a king and its ever so glorious queen
had complete control over the weather, using the light rays beaming upon their
figures to announce their arrivals. As one they are strong.
Or so she would’ve wished. Charlotte kept her thoughts to herself, all in
desperate attempts to remain happy for today, as well as for her boyfriend Danny.
He had insisted rather excitedly that they should have a fairground date. Danny
grew more and more enthusiastic about the plan with each coming day but
Charlotte on the other hand, found the idea to be....cringe-worthy to say the
least. A date there to her seemed completely ridiculous. It may have been for
couples below the age of 17 but for a couple that’s over the age of 30, it seemed
certainly a lot more suspicious rather than romantic. Not that it completely
phased Danny at all.
Their opposites as a couple showed as clear as day both in looks and
personality. Charlotte wore plenty of make-up wherever she went. She had a
classy appearance and was someone with a fairly smooth and easy social life
whereas Danny had complete difficulties in socialising. He was often described
as ‘the awkward gangly one’ from guests and friends alike. That and his messy
choice of clothing didn’t help but contribute to their differences.
A big, clammy palm grasped Charlotte’s own, sending a horrified shiver down
her spine, her eyelids shut tight. After an awkward shuffle or so later, Danny shot
a few sickly puppy eyed looks as well as weak sweet talk and pet names she did
not mentally accept.
‘Candyfloss, love? It’s as sweet as you are.’
An eager toothy smile beamed from his scrawny, bony little face. Charlotte had
just about reached critical point. Taking a lump of candyfloss in between his
thumb and finger, he popped the piece into her mouth, forcing her to despise
him and this wretched date. The last thing she wanted to do in was to act like a
brainless, soppy couple, unable to pull eyes and lips away from each other, like
there was a desperate need for oxygen.
That’s it, that’s enough, she thought. One more moment of this and I’m going to
burst in rage.
After forcing herself to swallow the heavy lump of muck and sugar she spoke.
‘Listen. We really need to talk.’
The final couple of lines here really had an impact and opened up
possibilities for an interesting story.

Physical objects can also help generate ideas. One week, I took a
bag containing a number of different items into the group and asked
each person to take one out. Then I wanted everyone to write a
scenario inspired by that object.
Mia took out a stone and then wrote this quite chilling piece.

Any other day, he would have just walked past it. I mean, it was just a stone,
right? But today he was mad. He needed to smash something. Didn’t care what.
He just wanted to hurt something the way Bill had hurt him.
Dave looked down. It was just a normal stone... but something wasn’t right.
Middle of a field? How’d it get there?
He picked it up. Good weight. Could probably smash a bus shelter with this. As
Dave moved it around in his hands he kept walking. He got to the bus stop and
raised his arm ready to release it.
Then he looked at it. His hand was red.
Blood.
It wasn’t Dave’s. He didn’t have a cut. The blood was on the rock. He looked
down at it. ‘M.H.’ was engraved on the bottom where the blood had come from...’

Lily linked two of the objects from the bag; a toy rocket and an old
cricket ball.

Henry felt the cold, slippery mud squashed up to his face. He felt the sharp
slivers of glass cutting into his soft flesh, the ruined remains of his water bottle.
‘Wimp’, one of the boys jeered, kicking at the toy rocket that lay at his side.
The boy’s hard boot shattered the soft metal of the rocket. Henry felt hot tears
come to his eyes and his nose grew snotty. Super Apollo 87 was destroyed, his
favourite ever toy. Without Apollo he could never become an astronaut and be
the first man on Mars.
Someone knelt down beside him, panting heavily. ‘Get up, Henry,’ the person
said gruffly.
‘Nooo!’ he wailed. ‘They broke Apollo.’
He heard the boy shuffling over. ‘Oh, Henry, I’m sorry, we’ll get you a new
Apollo.’
‘It won’t be the same, David,’ he cried. ‘I can never be the first man on Mars.’
‘Look, Henry, let’s talk later, I need to get back to the lads. Come and play
cricket with us otherwise those boys will call you a baby.’
He hauled Henry up and swiped at the mud on his face. ‘Here,’ he said. ‘You can
be bowler.’
He handed Henry a worn, red cricket ball. Henry’s face lit up.
‘It’s Mars!’ he shouted ecstatically.
‘Henry, it’s a...’ David tried to tell him.
‘No, it’s Mars, David. I did find it! And look!’ he yelled snatching at the broken
Super Apollo 87. ‘It isn’t broken; it’s just in two pieces!’
Henry snatched the ball and ran off, screaming happily.
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Towards the end of the year we worked on how rich descriptions can elevate a story. I asked the group to
write a piece about an eccentric character, describing
them in lots of detail.

Lily wrote a piece that I felt really flew off the page.

He was a strange man. Dark, greasy hair hung down to his shoulders, hiding a
pale, spotted face and beaky nose. A grubby, black puffa jacket covered most of
his body.
The pockets bulged with mysterious, clanking objects. A filthy veil, attached to
luminous orange headphones, obscured most of his face, it hung limply like a
bee-keepers hat. The man’s worn laces thwacked gently against the pavement
of the deserted road. In his left hand he clutched a black plastic briefcase, in the
right a long, metal pole secured together with rusty nuts and bolts. A drooping
flannel hung feebly on the end of it.
The man emitted peculiar grunting noises as I passed, almost as if he was
talking to himself. He probably was. Suddenly he stopped walking, his pale white
hand propped the briefcase against the low brick wall bordering the house
beside him. Long, spindly fingers probed inside into one of many pockets and
drew out a small, black metal capsule. He flipped open the lid with a stained,
yellow fingernail and carefully shook out a cluster of dark purple tablets.
Placing one on the wall, he bent down and flicked it to a random spot on the
road with a look of intense concentration on his face. A tablet clattered onto the
tarmac, the sound reverberating through the silent street. He took a second
tablet tapped it against his teeth then crunched it in his mouth. A few seconds
passed before he swayed and slumped against the garden wall. His eyes had
a glazed look and a tiny trickle of drool dribbled from the corner of his mouth.
I didn’t want to look so I ran, trying not to think about the man. Was he
unconscious, faking it or… dead?

Christine’s writing brought her character to life very vividly...

Sitting on the worn and thread-bare couch, I watch my grandfather. His balding
head covered in small, fluffy patches of cotton white hair. Here and there are bits
of peeling skin, giving testimony to the hours of sitting on the beach that he does
on a daily basis.
He lights up another cigarette. I don’t think I’ve ever seen him without one in his
hand. The air fills up with the cloying smell of burnt tar that stings my throat and
makes my eyes water.
“Tea?” He asks, a boyish grin on his face; the wrinkles on his cheeks so like
ripples on the surface of a pond. The smile reveals a set of crooked and stained
teeth, like a line of dilapidated beach houses.
When I reply that I would like some tea he gives no indication of moving. Instead,
he puts out his cigarette and lights up a new one and then asks me if I would be
so kind as to make him some too while I’m at it.
He leans back in his old reclining chair, producing a groan, whether from the
chair or him, I could not tell.
I go into the mildewed kitchen and search the vomit yellow cupboards for mugs.
When I find them, I half wish that I hadn’t looked. The bottoms are lined with a
green-grey slime, a mixture of old tea, un-rinsed dish soap and cigarette ash.
I clean the mugs, trying to resist cringing and then make tea. I return to find my
grandfather, draped up on his chair like an old, wet sock. Fast asleep, cigarette
in hand, still smoking away into oblivion.

Ben wrote about the surroundings of a homeless man that really
captured the grim environment.

Around the homeless man
Under the bridge lay the homeless man. Sitting there in the darkness, lonely.
Dust fell from the sky lying gently on the ground. A blue train rushed away over
the arched bridge and water dribbled slowly from the top, rattled down and
dribbled down his shaggy shirt.
A gang of boys were walking under the bridge and one of the members kicked a
mouthful size of mud at the old man, which hit him in the face and slowly fell on
to his dirty lap. The gang laughed and as one of the others kicked him another
blue train went across the bridge, which made it rattle.
His dirty red sleeping bag, which he had stolen from Sainsbury’s, was old,
ragged and covered in mould, water and bits of brown dirt. A large spider with
hairy legs crept silently across his dirty, ripped, bleeding trousers.
The man’s lips were dry and cracked deeply and his eyes were a lovely shade
of green. He always stared into the distance like he was dead. His stubby beard
was covered in dirt and his crusty skin was burnt below the left eye, over the
bridge on his broken nose and by the right side of his lips.
Lots of short, burnt out black cigarettes lay all over the floor around the man.
The lighter was on the top of his sleeping bag. On the other side of the dirty
bridge were a few spray cans and a rude word on the wall, along with pictures
too stupid to describe.
On the right hand side of the bridge was a still river where brown water lay.
A red train went across the bridge and a metal bar fell from the top of the bridge
and fell on the spray cans.

Trudy’s piece has a contrasting, happy feel but is also richly
described.

Halloween
Yes! It was that time of year again. Three days before Halloween.
I am up in the loft dusting off my precious boxes in preparation for the 31st; my
most favourite time of the year. Adrenaline races immediately as I set eyes on
the vampire bats neatly tucked away in the corner of the dusty attic squashed
next to the skull, still stained with blood from last year’s party. A quiver runs
down my spine as I catch sight of a massive real spider’s web nestling in the
corner. Why oh why did you not take up residence in my lounge? You would
surely have been my main attraction this year.
Beautiful shiny threads glistening in the distance reminds me of the crisp shards
hanging on a snowy day in winter. Still out of breath from trips in and out of the
loft the family gather together as we all start shredding bin bags to cover the
walls, doors, ceiling.
It’s a pretty spectacular sight. A variety of spiders, goblins, monsters and slimy
eyeballs join a life size coffin lovingly constructed by my husband for my birthday
treat, which is carefully perched with pride next to the dressed table.
One final job; place the withered stained skeleton hand dripping with fresh blood
at the centre of the table. I can hardly contain my excitement; the spooky music
plays in the distance, smoke fills the room a shadow appears “Countess Lesley
Lara Lane at your service” Let the fun begin.
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We hope you have enjoyed reading this
collection.

Anyone within the East Barnet School community is
welcome to join the creative writing group at any
time, so please do come along to Room 324 on a Thursday
after school if you would like to stretch your writing
muscles. It is a warm and friendly creative environment
where people of all abilities can develop and (most
importantly) enjoy writing.
Thanks to Mr Christou for this rewarding opportunity
to work at East Barnet School, to
Mr Seckleman for his help over the year and to
Katerina Christou for all her work designing this
booklet.
June 2013.

